
35%

23%
Bought a new 

smartphone during 
the pandemic to 

get access to 
features such as 

video calling and 
streaming!

37%
Have used their 

voice to control a 
smartphone 
feature or 

application. The 
most popular being 

to make a call

74%
Top 5 handset purchase considerations

A move to mobile shopping

Use their phone to 
online shop more 
nowadays due to 

the pandemic 

41%

Always used their 
mobile to shop online, 

even before the 
pandemic

Monthly mobile purchasing

Smart(phone) shoppingAverage smartphone usage

Smartphone snippets

87% Have used their smartphone to make a 
purchase with 42% doing so when out 
and about.

Say they are guilty 
of using their 

smartphone too 
much with 32%

wanting to find a 
better balance 
with their usage

68%
49% 47%

24% 21%

Bought
something from

Amazon

Bought
Takeaway food

Bought
something from

an online
marketp lace
(e.g. eBa y)

Used a
superma rket
scan and  go

app

Bought groceries

Admit to looking at 
their phone within 5 
mins of waking up 
(excluding switching off an alarm!)

18%
of time on smartphones 
by our urbanites is spent 
generally browsing the 
internet

51%
42% 41% 40% 35%

Operating System Pric e Memory /
Storgage Size

Battery L ife Brand Name

24% 13%

Almost always use 
their mobile to online 

shop nowadays

In June we dedicated our survey to that little piece of tech most of us hold dear. Literally! 
With 98% owning a smartphone, our community of Northern Ireland urbanites gave us their thoughts on 
everything smartphone related… the type of things they use it for, voice controls, shopping using their 

phone, how the pandemic fuelled increased phone usage and more! 
Here’s a snapshot of what our Northern Ireland Urbanites told us…

n. 319 

For more insights and opinions visit:

workshopplay.ie/opinions

28% Bought things using 
their mobile to cheer 
themselves up during 
the pandemic

18% Never put their mobile 
phones on silent 
before going to sleep 
at night!

14%
of time on smartphones 
by our urbanites is spent 
checking / updating 
social media

16%
of time on 
smartphones by our 
urbanites is spent 
sending text messages

12%
of time on smartphones 
by our urbanites is spent 
making / receiving 
phone calls

In the past month our Northern Ireland urbanites have used 
their smartphones to…

These are the top 5 things our Northern Ireland urbanites look 
for when buying a new smartphone handset…


